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Inviting Offers

Discover the unparalleled charm of "Oaklea", a jewel in the serene Little Bella Creek valley, where the echoes of history

merge with the pinnacle of modern luxury. Allister Millican and the prestigious Ray White Maleny HSL team are thrilled to

unveil this gem to the discerning buyer, with an emphasis on a swift transaction as the sellers are keen for a prompt sale.•

A Homestead that Redefines GrandeurStep into the heart of "Oaklea", where each room whispers tales of elegance and

grandiosity. The main residence, a testament to architectural beauty, welcomes you with its majestic high ceilings, the

warm glow of polished timber floors, and the timeless allure of French doors opening to expansive verandas. The lounge,

dominated by a magnificent stone fireplace, becomes the perfect backdrop for enchanting evenings.• Where History

Meets Modern SophisticationThe homestead has been exquisitely modernized to cater to contemporary tastes without

sacrificing its historical soul. Its kitchen, a symphony of style and functionality, boasts top-of-the-line appliances set

amidst chic fixtures. The master suite, a haven of tranquility, features an ample dressing area near a luxuriously equipped

main bathroom.• Versatile Living Spaces Designed for Privacy and ComfortA journey down the internal staircase reveals

a realm of possibilities with two additional bedrooms, a tranquil study, a whimsically styled bathroom, and a practical

kitchenette. This level offers flexible living solutions, ideal for family dynamics or hosting guests.• An Outdoor Sanctuary

of Lush Gardens and Captivating ViewsThe estate is enveloped in botanical wonders, from ancient figs and whispering

palms to bursts of floral beauty and peaceful bamboo stands. These gardens craft idyllic settings for relaxation and

entertainment, offering secluded spots under the shade or on the inviting rear deck.• Enchanting Guest Cabin: A Nod to

Homestead CharmA separate cabin provides a quaint escape, reflecting the main residence's charm with two bedrooms, a

bathroom, and a kitchenette, designed with a unique touch.• A Bucolic Paradise Spread Across 40 Acres"Oaklea" spans

40 acres of lush grazing land, blessed with water rights from Little Bella Creek and a spring-fed dam, presenting an idyllic

pastoral lifestyle."Oaklea" is more than a property; it's a lifestyle, a sanctuary, a legacy. It stands as a beacon for those who

seek to intertwine the splendor of yesteryears with the comfort of today, all within a setting of natural beauty. This is

where your dream life becomes reality.Seize the opportunity to make "Oaklea" yours. Contact Allister Millican to immerse

yourself in the serene grandeur of this majestic property, eagerly awaiting new custodians.* All information contained

herein is gathered from sources we believe to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and interested

persons should rely on their own enquiries.** This property is being sold without a price and therefore a price guide can

not be provided. The website may have filtered the property into a price bracket for website functionality purposes.


